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Linkface Co., Ltd.
Booth No. 7A62-28

Linkface is a spin-off company of Samsung Electronics, founded in 2017, that develops conductive silicone-based 
flexible biosensor products and health-care wearable devices like ear dehumidifiers for humans and pets. For 
five successive years, the company has been awarded the CES Innovation Award for its outstanding design and 
technology.

DearBuds SE 
Function and Usage : DearBuds SE is the world's first wearable dehumidifier for 
ears. This device measures the temperature and humidity in the space in real time 
using a high-performance sensor. In terms of ear dehumidification technology, 
there is a manual mode and automatic mode that can be navigated using a 
software app. With a micro fan, a heat source, and an internal LED, ears are gently 
dehumidified without any damage.
Marketing and Selling Points : DearBuds SE dehumidifies your ears in a smart 
way, unlike conventional tools such as cotton swabs and ear dryers which cause damage at the same time. You can 
also approach ear care in a more trendy way with DearBuds SE's modern technology and design, regardless of whether 
you are experiencing ear problems. Further, Linkface offers specialized assistance in the solution of software or device 
problems via direct communication.
DearBuds PE  
Function and Usage : While DearBuds PE performs identical functions to the 
DearBuds SE, it is a stick-type device that can be used by both pet owners and 
pets, making it ideal for both. Considering the structure that pet ears entirely cover 
ear holes, it is easy for pets to have ear diseases due to humidity. In addition to 
taking smart care of these conditions, pet owners can always measure and record 
pet ear temperature and humidity.
Marketing and Selling Points : Using DearBuds PE, pet owners can monitor their 
pets' ear conditions 24/7. In addition, they can measure accurate temperature and humidity in 5 seconds and show 
them on a display. High-performance sensor is internally mounted and IP67-rated waterproof, so long-term use is 
assured. Also, it produces a whisper-like 35db operating sound without irritating sensitive ears.
Linkface products, including the DearBuds line, are made in Korea and of high quality.

Year Established 2017 Type of Business Manufacturing
Website www.linkface.co Main Export Countries Taiwan, USA, Thailand

SNS Instagram(@dear_buds) / Facebook(DearBuds)

Main Customer
Domestic Customers International Customers

Samsung Electronics, LG Electronics, BiLab Apple, Xerox

The Person In Charge

Name Department Position
Ellen Jeong Sales / Marketing Team Manager

Phone Mobile E-mail 
+82-31-726-0880 +82-10-7396-2643 ellen@linkface.co
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